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LEGATE NUMPY: ACCELERATED AND 
DISTRIBUTED ARRAY COMPUTING 
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NumPy is a popular Python package for 
doing (mostly) dense array computing 

Provides a common building block for 
many other Python packages 

 

 

Many drop-in replacements for one GPU 

 

Wouldn’t it be cool if this ran on N 
GPUs? (where 1 <= N <= 27648) 

 

NUMPY 
In One Slide 

import numpy as np 
 
def cg_solve(A, b, tol=1e-10): 
    x = np.zeros(A.shape[1]) 
    r = b - A.dot(x) 
    p = r 
    rsold = r.dot(r) 
    for i in xrange(b.shape[0]): 
        Ap = A.dot(p) 
        alpha = rsold / (p.dot(Ap)) 
        x = x + alpha * p 
        r = r - alpha * Ap 
        rsnew = r.dot(r) 
        if np.sqrt(rsnew) < tol: 

    break 
        beta = rsnew / rsold 
        p = r + beta * p 
        rsold = rsnew 
     return x 
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import legate.numpy as np 
 
def cg_solve(A, b, tol=1e-10): 
    x = np.zeros(A.shape[1]) 
    r = b - A.dot(x) 
    p = r 
    rsold = r.dot(r) 
    for i in xrange(b.shape[0]): 
        Ap = A.dot(p) 
        alpha = rsold / (p.dot(Ap)) 
        x = x + alpha * p 
        r = r - alpha * Ap 
        rsnew = r.dot(r) 
        if np.sqrt(rsnew) < tol: 

    break 
        beta = rsnew / rsold 
        p = r + beta * p 
        rsold = rsnew 
     return x 

LEGATE NUMPY 
Accelerated and Distributed 

Legate NumPy is a NumPy replacement 
for transparent (weak) scaling   

Requires only a one line code change 

Same code runs on everything 

 

It must be this simple 

1.  Anything else is too complicated for 
many users who really do need HPC 

2.  Any API changes destroys software 
composability and interoperability 
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A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
Jacobi Solver 
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import legate.numpy as np 
 
A = np.random.rand(N,N) 
b = np.random.rand(N) 
 
x = np.zeros(A.shape[1]) 
d = np.diag(A) 
R = A – np.diag(d) 
for i in xrange(b.shape[0]): 
  x = (b – np.dot(R,x)) / d 

400 GB 
Matrix 

256X Bigger 1.5 GB 
Matrix 
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LEGATE + LEGION ARCHITECTURE 
Built for HPC – Providing Productivity 

Legion Data-Driven Task-Based Runtime 

Traditional HPC Users HPC Productivity Users and Data Scientists 

Legate NumPy 

Future Legate 
Libraries 

Legate NumPy 
Translator –  
Python / C 

Legate NumPy 
Kernel Tasks – 
C++ / CUDA 

Legate 
Mappers –  

C++ (for now) 

Legate Core 
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LEGATE NUMPY ARCHITECTURE 
Leveraging the Strengths of Legion 

Legion 
 

Data-Driven 
Task-Based 

Runtime 

Application 
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np.argmin 

np.sort 

np.add 

np.dot 

np.mul 

np.norm 

Legate NumPy translates  
API calls into task launches 

Legate NumPy provides 
fast task implementations 

Legate 
Numpy 
Mapper 

Legate NumPy provides a 
custom implementation of 

the Legion mapping interface 
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LEGATE NUMPY ARCHITECTURE 
Leveraging the Strengths of Legion 

Map n-D arrays to  
Legion data model 
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Legion 
dynamically 
computes 

dependence 
graph … 

Legate 
Mapper 
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
Handling Data Dependent Behavior 

Destruction 
Wavefront 
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Execution 
Wavefront Analysis 

Wavefront 
Data Movement Window 

NumPy Program Launches Tasks in Program Order 

Construction 
Wavefront 

Neither eager nor lazy 
but deferred 

Different than PyTorch 
and TensorFlow 

Construct dependence 
graph on-the-fly 

Arbitrary control flow 
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MANAGING DATA 

Each N-D array maps to a field of a Legion logical region 

Different logical regions for different shapes 

Fields are dynamically allocated on demand 

Fields are recycled when they are garbage collected by Python 

 

Mapping n-D Arrays to Logical Regions 

import legate.numpy as np 
 
A = np.random.rand(N,N) 
b = np.random.rand(N) 
 
x = np.zeros(A.shape[1]) 
d = np.diag(A) 
R = A – np.diag(d) 
for i in xrange(b.shape[0]): 
  x = (b – np.dot(R,x)) / d 

Aij Rij x0
i bi di x1

i x2
i x3

i 

Region with 
Index Space 

(N,N) 
Region with 
Index Space 

(N) 
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INDEXING SUPPORT 

NumPy implements Python slicing syntax by creating array 
“views” (basic indexing, also support advanced indexing) 

Legate NumPy creates indexing partitions for array views 

Legate NumPy creates natural partitions for internal 
distribution of array data 

Legion maintains coherence of program data 

 

Leveraging Dynamic Partitioning in Legion 

import legate.numpy as np 
 
grid = np.zeros((N+2,N+2)) 
grid[:,0]  = -273.15 
grid[:,-1] = -273.15 
grid[-1,:] = -273.15 
grid[0,:]  = 40.0 
 
center = grid[1:-1, 1:-1] 
north  = grid[0:-2, 1:-1] 
east   = grid[1:-1, 2:  ] 
west   = grid[1:-1, 0:-2] 
south  = grid[2:  , 1:-1]  
for i in range(I): 
  average = (center + north + 
         east + west + south) 
  work = 0.2*average 
  delta = np.sum( 
    np.absolute(work-center)) 
  center[:] = work 

grid 

center north east west south 

… … … … … …
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LEGATE NUMPY MAPPER 

1.  Do we use Legion to execute? 

2.  What is the natural partition 
of the key array argument? 

3.  Where do we run tasks 
launched for the operation? 

4.  Where do we map instances in 
memory for the data? 

Decouple translation from 
machine-specific decisions 

Portability and flexibility 

Making Policy Decisions 

y = np.dot(A, x) # GEMV 
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NVLink NVLink 
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CONTROL REPLICATION 
Making Legate NumPy Scalable 

Python 
Program 

Canonical Architecture for  
Distributed Python 

Interpreter Node 

Worker  
Node 

Worker  
Node 

Worker  
Node 

Examples: Dask, Ray, Spark 

For some node count and 
granularity of tasks this 

approach no longer scales 

Logical Execution Physical Execution 

Legate 
NumPy 

Program 

Legate 
NumPy 

Program 

Legate 
NumPy 

Program 

Legate 
NumPy 

Program 

Node 0 Node 1 Node 2 

Transparently run N copies of your program 
 

Each node performs 1/N-th of dependence analysis 
No sequential bottleneck 

 
Some minimal requirements for this to work 

Fallback 
to this 
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PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

Compare NumPy implementations 

Standard NumPy (single node) 

IntelPy with MKL (single node) 

Legate CPU-only 

Legate CPU+GPU 

Dask (CPU-only): Auto and Tuned 

All plots are log-log 

Done on a cluster of DGX-1V nodes 

Weak scaling throughput on sockets 
(higher and flatter is better) 

 

Demonstrating Good Scalability 

Popular Python library for parallel and distributed computing 
 
Used by the NVIDIA RAPIDS team 
 
dask.array similar to NumPy, except for specifying “chunk” sizes 

import dask.array as da 
 
A = da.random.uniform((N,N), 
      chunks=(C,C)) 
b = da.random.uniform(N, 
      chunks=“auto”) 
x = da.zeros(A.shape[1], 
      chunks=b.chunks) 
d = da.diag(A) 
R = A – da.diag(d) 
for i in xrange(b.shape[0]): 
  x = (b – da.dot(R,x)) / d 
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JACOBI SOLVER 
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import numpy as np 
 
A = np.random.rand(N,N) 
b = np.random.rand(N) 
 
x = np.zeros(A.shape[1]) 
d = np.diag(A) 
R = A – np.diag(d) 
for i in xrange(b.shape[0]): 
  x = (b – np.dot(R,x)) / d 

10X 100X 

NVLink + PCIe + Infiniband 

Demonstrating Good Scalability 
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BLACK SCHOLES 
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No (application) 
communication 

 
Expect perfect weak scaling 

 
Dask starts out faster… 
Why? Operator Fusion 

 
… but has to trade off 

parallelism for task 
granularity to scale 
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LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
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Full GD instead of SGD 
 

Unusually shaped GEMVs 
 

Difficult parallel reduction 
of weights with broadcast 

 
Large difference in Dask: 

picking chunks matter 
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HEAT DIFFUSION STENCIL 

import numpy as np 
 
grid = np.zeros((N+2,N+2)) 
grid[:,0]  = -273.15 
grid[:,-1] = -273.15 
grid[-1,:] = -273.15 
grid[0,:]  = 40.0 
 
center = grid[1:-1, 1:-1] 
north  = grid[0:-2, 1:-1] 
east   = grid[1:-1, 2:  ] 
west   = grid[1:-1, 0:-2] 
south  = grid[2:  , 1:-1]  
for i in range(I): 
  average = (center + north + 
         east + west + south) 
  work = 0.2*average 
  delta = np.sum( 
    np.absolute(work-center)) 
  center[:] = work 

Legate infers nearest 
neighbors communication 

 
Dask does not support 
some indexing features 
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PRECONDITIONED CG SOLVER 
def preconditioned_solve(A, M, b): 
    x = np.zeros(A.shape[1]) 
    r = b - A.dot(x) 
    z = M.dot(r) 
    p = z 
    rzold = r.dot(z) 
    for i in xrange(b.shape[0]): 
        Ap = A.dot(p) 
        alpha = rzold / (p.dot(Ap)) 
        x = x + alpha * p 
        r = r - alpha * Ap 
        rznew = r.dot(r) 
        if np.sqrt(rznew) < 1e-10: 
            break 
        z = M.dot(r) 
        rznew = r.dot(z) 
        beta = rznew / rzold 
        p = z + beta * p 
        rzold = rznew 
    return x 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Legate NumPy enables you to accelerate and 
distribute NumPy programs to machines of any 
scale today without code modifications 

Leverage the strengths of Legion 

Legate NumPy is a work-in-progress 

Lazy Evaluation: 

-  Tracing for strong scaling 

-  Fusion for better efficiency 

Improve mapper heuristics 

New Legate libraries… 

And Future Directions  

Legion Data-Driven Task-Based Runtime 

Legate Core 

Python Programs 

Legate 
NumPy 

Legate 
Library X 

Legate 
Library Y 



QUESTIONS? 

Legate NumPy Early Access  
Available for Download This Week 

 
developer.nvidia.com/legate 

 
(Research Prototype Only) 
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LEGATE NUMPY 

Legate NumPy implements a subset of NumPy 

-  120 members of ndarray 

-  86 top level functions 

Unimplemented functions fall back to NumPy 
and emit a performance warning 

Legate NumPy interoperates with NumPy 

Use Legate driver script to run programs 

 

Also supports interactive Python interpreter 

Works with Python >= 3.5, 2.7 (at the moment) 

 

User Experience 
unimplemented.py:10: RuntimeWarning: legate.numpy 
has not implemented ‘einsum’ and is falling back to 
canonical numpy. You may notice significantly 
decreased performance for this function call. 

import legate.numpy, numpy, random 
 
# Code written using the NumPy interface 
def step1(np,n): return np.ones(n),np.ones(n) 
def step2(np,x,y): return np.dot(x,y) 
 
# Malicious adoption strategy 
numpy_likes = [numpy, legate.numpy] 
x,y = step1(random.choice(numpy_likes), 100000) 
print(step2(random.choice(numpy_likes), x, y) 

./legate program.py –-nodes 4 –-gpus 8  

./legate –-nodes 4 –-gpus 8  
Python 3.6.8 |Anaconda custom (64-bit)| 
(default, Dec 30 2018, 01:22:34)  
[GCC 7.3.0] on linux 
>>> 


